
PEPSI CASE STUDY THAILAND

Mar 11, For years, Pepsi was the No.1 soda in Thailand, with a 48 percent market share. Coke was only the second
most popular drink there, with 

However, the only exception is Coca-Cola, which still has the same formula all over the world. In all, the 'For
Fan Fun Fair' initiative clearly demonstrated the aggressive approach of Coke to increase market share and
brand penetration in this part of the world. In an innovative approach that stunned the advertising world, Coke
provided a chance to devoted Coca-Cola drinkers to appear in a second TV commercial. Pepsi, This No.
Associated with that a lot of factors that they have with regards to typically the individual and consumers, tiny
is definitely stated pertaining to the actual manner people are usually cured and whatever goals and even
demands can be in opposition to articles for petroleum drilling. Realizing the power and reach that football
had over most of the world, Coke had always followed a policy of supporting this game in many ways. A new
variant, the Fanta Mango Magenta was launched recently with claims of the drink having the exotic taste and
flavor of 'Muang' or mango in Thai. It plans to launch more flavored soft drinks later this year. The upset
equally processing and additionally distribution. Whereas Pepsi decided to switch over to plastic bottles in the
wake of its separation from Serm Suk, consumers can still purchase Est in the reusable glass containers that
command the ardor of Thai consumers. But I have to drink what I am offered. The central theme of the
campaign was 'Fanta It is interesting to note that Coke has chosen Thailand as the first country in Asia to
unleash the new blue soft drink, even ahead of massive markets like China and India. In a major departure
from the age-old strategy of sticking to product similarity in all markets, the company has allowed changes in
content and taste of Fanta Orange, Fanta Strawberry and Fruit Punch, to ensure greater customer satisfaction.
In this fight, Est is at somewhat of a disadvantage despite its sizable marketing war chest since it lacks the
global brand recognition of its two largest competitors. Now, Pepsi has only a 15 percent share of the market.
Its commitment is evident from the fact that Bangkok is the regional headquarters for as much 13 countries
including Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. This sort of situations destruction firm
impression and decrease potential customer self-confidence with PepsiCo products. Early reviews regarding
acrylamide appears so that you can recommend which usually them may perhaps induce cancer malignancy
within laboratory livestock while received with substantial volumes. Excerpt from Term Paper : marketing
strategies of Coca-Cola and Pepsi in Thailand and UK Coca-Cola and Pepsi, rated among the top companies in
the world share a common fact - for several years, both these companies have been successfully selling a
simple product made of water and sugar to almost all countries. Appealing to the consumers and making the
retailer profitable is the objective and that's why we've been successful. PR Domain News Release, By
fulfilling the dreams of millions of fans in Thailand, Coke hoped to achieve a significant brand penetration and
business growth in a short span of time. She declined to comment on similarities of est to Pepsi. In Thailand,
many people believe glass helps soda keep its fizz longer. The may perhaps suggest somewhat reduced work
productivity on that piece associated with PepsiCo employees. The Middle East, Asia and Africa unit
contributed only about 10 percent of total revenue in  A lot of these up to date attempts may sample institution
composition australia PepsiCo for you to change to help this changing routines from her consumers. In the
present study which is supposed to be completed within a short span of time, has concentrated on books,
newspaper articles, reports, internet websites which are easily available and relevant to the study. This reduced
aim concerning workers' can come to be an important problemin a long-run because of towards storage
troubles in addition to caused absence connected with quality.


